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INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOUY 
Theorem 2 in this note states that a left Noetherian fully left bounded 
classical ring is left balanced. Since such a ring is evidently also left 
seminoetherian, it is possible to apply the results of [3]. Further appli- 
cation to the theory of Azumaya algebras yields a generalization of the 
sheaf theory, as described in [7], [9], in that the structure sheaf on spec R 
is described acurately, even if the ring R is not prime. Also, localization 
theory of Azymaya algebras, included as an example in Section VI of [9], 
may be considerably simplified. R will be an associative ring with unit. 
The set of idempotent kernel functors in the category of left R-modules, 
M(R), will be denoted by P(R). Adapting notation from [2], R-sp will be 
the set of prime kernel functors in P(R). Recall that CJ E F(R) is symmetric 
if and only if the associated localizing filter T’(a) allows a filterbasis of 
a-dense ideals, of. [7]. R is said to be classical if and only if for every 
P E spec R, the multiplicative set 
Q(P)=(xER, yx~P if and only if ~/EP) 
is a localizable set in the sense of [6]. For left Noetherian rings this amounts 
to saying that R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect to B(P). 
A prime ring R is said to be left bounded if every essential left ideal of 
R contains an ideal of R. Any ring R is said to be fully left bounded if 
and only if R/P is left bounded for all P E spec R. In the sequel, R will 
be a left Noetherian ring. 
LEMMA 1. The following statements are equivalent : 
1. R is fully left bounded. 
2. The Gabriel-correspondence between prime ideals of R. and indecom- 
posrtble injective left R-modules is one-to-one. 
3. Every z E R-sp is symmetric. 
4. Every G E P(R) is symmetric. 
PROOF. 
1. es 2., cf. [l], [6]. 
1. -s 4.) due to S. K. Sim, cf. [8]. 
4. * 3., trivial. 
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THEOREM 2. Let R be a left Noetherian fully left bounded classical 
ring, then R is left balanced. 
PROOF. Take z E R-sp. By Lemma 1.2. there exists a P E spec R such 
that z= (TP, where up is the torsion theory at P discussed in [5]. By 
Lemma 1.3. it follows that n is symmetric and hence JZ=CT(TR-p, where 
uR+ is the usual, cf. [7], symmetric torsion theory associated to the 
m-system R-P. Since R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect to 
G(P), it follows that the set of left ideals {Rs, s E G(P)} forms a basis 
for T(ap). Hence, a z-critical left ideal A is a left ideal such that it is 
maximal with the property that A n G(P) =$ If P $ A, then A + P is 
n-dense, hence there is a g E G(P), g E A + P. Put g = gi +p, where gi E A, 
p E P. If xgr E P, then xg E P and x E P follows. Thus gi E G(P), but this 
contradicts A n G(P) = 4. However, P C A implies P = A because if A #P 
then A would contain an ideal of R intersecting R-P nontrivially, but 
then A E T(n) contradicts the fact that A is n-critical. So if 32, z’ E R-sp 
and z>7c’, then z= crp, z’ = oQ for some P, Q E spec R such that P C Q. 
This proves that R is left balanced n 
In [3], a structure sheaf was defined over R-sp, for left seminoetherian 
left balanced R, as follows. Put B= (f(R/I), I left ideal of R} and 
Bo= {[(R/I), I ideal of R}. The sets pgen (t) with z E B, where pgen (t) = 
= (n E R-sp, n>r}, form the basis of a topology on R-sp, called the basic 
order topology. For a left balanced left seminoetherian ring R and t E B 
we have that t= inf (7~ E pgen (r))= A pgen (t). So, if U is a basic open 
set, let Q( U, M) = Qn u(M), f or any M E M(R). This defines a monopresheaf 
Q( - , M) on R-sp, which may be canonically embedded in a sheaf &( - , M). 
Clearly, &( -, R) is a sheaf of rings and Q( -, M) is a Q( -, R) Module. 
PROPOSITION 3. If R is a left Noetherian fully left bounded classical 
ring then R-sp with the basic order topology is homeomorphic to spec R 
with its Zariski topology. Moreover, as sheaved spaces R-Sp and Spec R 
are isomorphic. 
PROOF. For any left ideal I of R, let IO be the biggest ideal of R 
contained in I. By Lemma 1.4., &R/I) is symmetric, hence I E T([(R/I)) 
implies that I contains a t(R/I)-d ense ideal and therefore IO E T(l(R/I)). 
It follows that R/IO is S(R/I)-torsion and thus [(R/IO) g [(R/I). Conversely, 
the fact that there is an R-epimorphism R/lo + R/I, entails that E(R/I) < 
< t(R/Io), hence equality follows. Furthermore, (IO)” E T(S(R/Io)) for all 
n>o. Recall that the Zariski open set Xl0 is defined to be (P E spec R, 
P $I IO) and the torsion theory op associated to Xl0 is given by 
T(w) = (J left ideal of R, J 3 (Io)~, some n>o}. 
Obviously, OP G E(R/Io). The minimality property of &R/lo) entails 
qo=t(R/Io). So, since all t E B are symmetric kernel functors, it follows 
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that, in defining the basic order topology on R-sp, the set B may be 
replaced by B* without changing the topology. So let t(R/I) E B* and let 
7~ E pgen W/O). S ince z is prime we may write ?G=x(R/P) for some 
P E spec R. By Proposition 2, R is left balanced, therefore x(R/P) > &R/I) 
is equivalent to &R/P) Q E(R/I), cf. [3]. Now suppose P 1 I. Then 
R/I -+ R/P is an R-epimorphism and hence l(R/P) <t(R/I). Thus, 
t(R/P) Z& [(R/I) yields P $ I. The mapping x(R/P) I--+ P is a bijection 
by Lemma 1.2. and pgen (t(R/I)) is mapped onto Xl. 
This proves that we have the desired homeomorphism. Since corre- 
sponding open sets have the same torsion theory associated to them, 
the sheaf isomorphism R-Sp g Spec R follows immediatly n 
In [3], some criteria were given to assure that the stalk of &( -, M) 
at z E R-sp is exactly Q,(M). This will hold in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let U be the envelloping algebra of a finitely generated 
nilpotent Lie algebra. U is not necessarily fully left bounded but if it is, 
then the foregoing propositions may be applied. Since U is certainly a 
prime ring, the stalk of Q( -, U) at z E U-sp is exactly Qn( U). From [7] 
we know that the usual presheaf on spec U actually is a sheaf and 
Proposition 2 entails Q( -, U) g $(-, U). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R be a left Noetherian Azumaya algebra with center 
C. Then R is fully left bounded and classical, moreover elements of G(P) 
map onto invertible elements of &R-P(R) under the canonical R -+ &B-P(R). 
Let a be in F(R). Define (T’ on M(C) by T(a’) = {C n I, I E T(o)}. Then 
(T’ E P(C) and as R is a finitely generated projective C-module we have 
that Q,,(R) g Qa,(C) @CR, cf. [4]. Since (T’ and o coincide on left R- 
modules it follows immediatly that Q,(R) =Q,,(R). Hence Q,(R) is an 
Azumaya algebra with center Qo,(C). It is readily checked that Q,(R) = EC’,, 
where C,=Q,t(C) and B=R/o(R). H ence R is u-perfect for every o E F(R). 
Propositions 1 and 2 allow to study the structure sheaf on spec R in 
case R is left Noetherian (and not necessarily prime as in [7]). Recall 
that R is basic perfect if the set {pgen (t), z E B, z has property (!I’)} is 
still a basis for the basic order topology. 
PROPOSITION 4. A left Noetherian Azymaya algebra R is basic perfect. 
PROOF. An ideal I of R is generated by central elements. Pick any 
r E R and choose a E RrR n C. Put I = Ra. Then 5(R/I) E B*, and if 
J E %3R/4) th en J r> I@ = Ran for some n> o. It is straightforward to 
verify that Ran is a S(R/I)-projective (left) ideal for every n>o. Then, 
since t(R/I) is clearly a Noetherian kernel fun&or, it follows that l(R/I) 
has property (T). Repetition of the above construction for every r E R, 
yields a basis for the basic order topology, consisting of the sets pgen t,., 
r E R, where t,. is t(R/I,) as above. 
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COROLLARIES. 
1. For any M E M(R), the stalk of o( - , M) at 7~ E R-sp is exactly Q,JM); 
cf. [3]. 
2. Spec R is an atie scheme; it is covered by affine open sets pgen (t), 
where t E B and z has property (2’). For each of these affine open 
sets we have that pgen (z) g Spec Q,(R). 
University of Atitueq 
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